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Abstract
Wedemonstrate cryogenic buffer-gas cooling of gas-phasemethyltrioxorhenium (MTO). This
molecule is closely related to chiral organometallicmolecules where the parity-violating energy
differences between enantiomers ismeasurable. Themolecules are producedwith a rotational
temperature of approximately 6 K by laser ablation of anMTOpellet inside a cryogenic heliumbuffer
gas cell. Facilitated by the low temperature, we demonstrate absorption spectroscopy of the 10.2 μm
antisymmetric Re=Ostretchingmode ofMTOwith a resolution of 8MHz and a frequency accuracy
of 30MHz.We partially resolve the hyperfine structure andmeasure the nuclear quadrupole coupling
of the excited vibrational state. Our ability to produce dense samples of complexmolecules of this type
at low temperatures represents a key step towards a precisionmeasurement of parity violation in a
chiral species.

1. Introduction

There is a demand for precise spectroscopy of increasingly complexmolecules. Precise knowledge ofmolecular
constants is required formodeling our atmosphere [1, 2], interpreting astrophysical and planetary spectra [3],
studying collision physics [4, 5], and testing fundamental physics, including tests of fundamental symmetries
[6–10], andmeasurements of fundamental constants [11, 12] and their possible variation [13–16].

One such test is themeasurement of energy differences between chiral enantiomers induced by parity
violation, an idea that dates back to the 1970s [17, 18]. A precisemeasurement could contribute to the
determination of several parameters of the standardmodel of particle physics [19], calibrate relativistic quantum
chemistry calculations [20, 21], and shed light on the question of biomolecular homochirality [22].We are
constructing a Ramsey interferometer to compare the vibrational frequencies of the two enantiomers of a chiral
molecule [8, 20]. For this work, a cold, slow-moving, intense beamof thesemolecules is desirable to increase the
resolution and statistical precision, and to reduce systematic uncertainties relating to the beam velocity. Buffer-
gas-cooled beams can provide the low temperature, low speed, and high intensity needed [23, 24].

To form a buffer-gas-cooled beam, hotmolecules are introduced into a cell cooled to∼4 K, where they cool
through collisions with helium gas and thenflowout of an exit hole. Variousmethods have been demonstrated
for loadingmolecules into the cell, including capillary injection [25], direct loading from an oven or beam [26],
and laser ablation [23, 27, 28]. Themethodswerefirst developed for diatomicmolecules, butmore recently
buffer-gas cooling ofmore complexmolecules has been demonstrated. Organicmolecules with high volatility
have been introduced via direct gasflow [29] or from an oven or beam [30–34]. Various spectroscopic
techniques have been applied to these cooledmolecules, taking advantage of the narrow linewidths, larger
signals and simplified spectra that result from the cooling. These include Fourier transformmicrowave
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spectroscopy [26, 30–32], visible and ultra-violet light induced fluorescence [29, 33], cavity ring-down
spectroscopy around 1.5 mm [35], and cavity-enhanced frequency comb spectroscopy around 3 mm [34]. These
techniques have enabled the exploration of atom–molecule andmolecule–molecule collisions [29, 30, 33, 34],
measurements of rotational and vibrational relaxation cross-sections at low temperature [30], the elucidation of
rovibrational structures and determination ofmolecular parameters [34], and the demonstration of a novel
chiral analysismethod formeasuring enantiomeric excess [31, 32].

Here, we report the buffer-gas cooling of the first organo-metallic species,methyltrioxorhenium (MTO,
CH3ReO3), a far less volatile polyatomicmolecule and an achiral precursor ofmolecules of interest for parity
violationmeasurements in chiralmolecules [36].We report a number of advances. (1)Weextend buffer-gas
cooling to a new class ofmolecules, andwe introduce them into the cell by laser ablation, previously used only
for diatomicmolecules.We show that this species survives the ablation process and that the translational and
rotational degrees of freedom cool efficiently through collisions with helium.MTOcan also be brought into the
gas phase by heating, butmany other polyatomicmolecules have little vapour pressure at easily accessible
temperatures, so the ability to introduce themby laser ablation is important. (2)Wedemonstrate thefirst precise
spectroscopicmeasurements of buffer-gas-cooledmolecules in themid-infrared region around 10 mm ,
obtaining rotational and hyperfine-resolved absorption spectra in the Re=Ostretching region ofMTO. This
demonstrates the potential for very high resolution spectroscopicmeasurements of these cooledmolecules in
thefingerprint region, at ro-vibrational temperatures that allow for unambiguous assignment of transitions.
(3)Wedetermine the nuclear quadrupole coupling of the excited vibrational state, which is unprecedented for
such a complexmolecule. Together, these advances demonstrate some of themethods needed for a
measurement of parity violation in chiralmolecules.We note thatMTOhas also recently been injected into a
buffer-gas cell from a heated pulsed valve, and that broadband Fourier transformmicrowave spectroscopy of
these cooledmolecules was performed [37].We also note the recent high-resolutionmicrowave spectroscopy of
a chiral oxorhenium compound [38]which is complementary to the vibrational spectroscopy technique
used here.

2. Apparatus

The experimental setup is shown schematically infigure 1. The cryogenic apparatus [28] consists of a closed
copper cell with a cubic internal void of 30 mm side length attached to the cold stage of a closed-cycle cryocooler.
The cell has ameasured temperature of 6 K.Windows are indium-sealed onto three sides of the cell to provide
optical access, and a narrow tubefills the cell with helium gas.Wefind that the ablation process (see below) alters
the pressure in the cell. During operation, the pressuremeasured at the room-temperature end of the tube is
1 10 2´ - mbar, which corresponds to a time-averaged heliumdensity inside the cell of approximately
4×1015 cm−3. The cell is surrounded by aluminium radiation shields at a temperature of about 40 K, and is
housed in a vacuum chamber at a pressure of 4 10 7´ - mbar.

Inside the cell,mounted on one face, is a pelletmade from98%purityMTO (StremChemical Inc.) that has
been ground in amortar,mixedwith a few percent of graphite to helpmake it opaque at 1064 nm, and then
pressed for severalminutes in a 2 ton pneumatic press.MTOmolecules are injected into the cell by ablating this
pellet with pulses of light from aNd:YAG laser withwavelength 1064 nm, energy 30 mJ, duration 8 ns, and spot
size 150 mm~ . Thesemolecules thermalize with the heliumbuffer gas and are detected by laser absorption
spectroscopy of the Re=Oantisymmetric stretchingmode at about 976 cm 1- . The probe laser is a free-running
continuous-wave single-mode distributed-feedback quantum cascade laser (QCL)with an estimated linewidth

Figure 1.The experimental setup.QCL: quantum cascade laser.MTO:methyltrioxorheniumpellet.
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of about 1MHz at 1 s (which is the typical timescale for ameasurement at a single frequency; see later).When
cooled to 263 K it delivers about 40 mWof light at 10.25 mm~ . About 1 μWof this light, in a beamwith a
diameter of 3 mm» , is sent through the cell via Zn:Se windowsmounted on stand off tubes tominimize
contamination by ablatedmaterial. The transmitted power ismeasured on a liquid nitrogen cooledHgCdTe
detector. The laser frequency can be changed by stepping the supply current. The relative frequency is
monitored bymeasuring the intensity transmitted through one of a pair of temperature-stabilized solid
germanium etalons with free spectral ranges of 1450 and 490MHz. Absolute laser frequencies are determined by
measuring the transmission through a pair of reference cells containingmethanol and ethene respectively at a
pressure of approximately 3 mbar. The absorption line frequencies of these species are listed in theHITRAN
database [39, 40].

3. Results

In each ‘shot’ of the experiment the probe laser has afixed frequency and the intensities transmitted through the
cryogenic cell, the etalon and the reference gas cells are recorded as a function of time t for 10 ms after an ablation
pulse. Figure 2 showsMTOabsorption as a function of time, averaged over 25 successive shots.With the laser on
resonancewith a strong transition, and under optimized conditions, we see a rapid rise in absorption to a peak of
a few percent followed by a slower, roughly exponential, decay. This decay is due to diffusion to the cell walls,
and the timescale of a fewmilliseconds is similar to that of diatomicmolecules produced by laser ablation in
similar-sized cells [23, 27, 41]. The peak absorption amplitude is relatively constant between successive shots but
decreases slightly over a fewminutes, whichwe attribute to a gradual reduction in ablation efficiency caused by
modification of the pellet surface by the ablation process. The decay time of the absorption signal decreases
muchmore significantly over this time, whichwe suggest is the result of changing heliumdensity inside the
cell—we observe that theMTOpellet adsorbs helium at low temperatures and speculate that a diminishing
amount of this is liberated by successive ablation pulses.

At each laser frequencywe average the data from25 shots of the experiment. By using a repetition rate of
12.5 Hz, phase-locked to the 50 Hzmains frequency, we suppress electronic noise and ensure that the shots are
equally sampled over the vibrations induced by the 1 Hzmechanicalmotion of the cryocooler. In the time-
dependent absorption profiles such as the one infigure 2, we find that the peak absorption ismore stable than the
integrated absorption, and that the baseline varies greatly between shots primarily due to fringing effects caused
by thewindowswhich vibrate with the cooler. For these reasons, we determine the absorption at a given laser
frequency by taking the standard deviation of the ordinate values in the averaged absorption signal.

Spectra are obtained by linearly stepping the laser current, IQCL, recording the 25 shots at each frequency. At
regular intervals we carry out wide scans covering up to 10 GHz to reconstruct a frequency scale.We divide up
the etalon transmission signal into sections, typically 1–2 fringes wide, andfit Airy functions A f IQCL[ ( )] to each
section, where f IQCL( ) is a polynomial function. Thesefits establish the relationship between IQCL and the
relative frequency, giving a linear frequency scale with a relative uncertainty of a fewMHz. Thesewide scans
include a number of absorption lines from the reference cells whichwe use to establish the absolute frequency
with an accuracy of about 30MHz. The accuracy and the relative uncertainty of the frequency scale aremainly
limited by residual long-term thermal drifts of the etalon lengthwhich can be reducedwith an improved
temperature stabilization.We use this periodically recalibrated frequency scale to carry out high-resolution
scans over smaller regions that contain specificMTOabsorption features of interest.

Figure 2. Laser absorption in the cell as a function of time after the ablation pulse, which defines t=0. Average of 25 consecutive
shots.
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Figure 3 shows an example spectrum. The observed structure corresponds to the rovibrational contour of
theQ branch of the asn antisymmetric Re=Ostretchingmode [42] of the 187Re isotopologue ofMTOcentered
around 976 cm−1. Near its centre, this asn perpendicular band consists of a series of PQ(J, K ) and RQ(J, K )
branches forwhichK is fixed. In this notation,K is the quantumnumber for the projection of the total orbital
angularmomentumonto themolecular symmetry axis, and the superscripts P andR refer to transitions with

K 1D = - and K 1D = + respectively. Each branch is composed of a number of lines which are unresolved in
the spectrum shown, each corresponding to a different value of J (the total orbital angularmomentumquantum
number), with J K . Thefigure also shows a fit of the data to amodel calculated using a bar spectrum
convolvedwith Lorentzian profiles. In thismodel, the line centers and intensities are found froman analysis of
this vibrationalmode ofMTO that combinesmicrowave,millimeter-wave and infrared data, as well as the data
presented in this paper [43].We use PGOPHER [44] to simulate spectra andfit the overall shape of the
experimental data. Once the line centers and relative intensities arefixed, the remaining free parameters are a
vertical scaling, the rotational temperature,Trot, and thewidth of the individual Lorentzian profiles.Wefind
T 6 3rot =  K.Here, the uncertainty is dominated by a correlation between the vertical scaling factor andTrot,
and it is determined from the deviation inTrot values found after variousmodifications in the fitting procedure
(choice of initial parameter guesses, convolutionwith a Lorentzian or aGaussian). Spectra acquired in various
timewindows following ablation indicate thatTrot has reached its final valuewithin 440 μs.

Further to the red of theQ branch, several P lines of both the 185Re and 187Re isotopologues ofMTOwere
also probed. Figure 4 shows four of these spectra exhibiting both PP(J, K ) and RP(J, K ) lines.Here, the splitting in
J is far bigger, and isolated rovibrational lines can thus be observed. Using these data, wemeasure the absolute
frequencies of a number of transitions, as listed in table 1. The quantumnumber assignments are determined
with the help of data fromAsselin et al [43]. In the data shown infigure 4, we resolve neighbouring rovibrational
lines of the 185Re and 187Re isotopologues ofMTO.The observed relative line intensities are consistent with the
natural isotopic abundances, allowing unambiguous assignments. This improves on two previous spectroscopic
studies of supersonic jet-cooledMTOwhere the resolutions were 150MHz (Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy [42]) and 120MHz (laser absorption spectroscopy [43]). Thus, our data improves the accuracy of

Figure 3. Linear absorption spectrumof theQ branch of the antisymmetric Re=O stretchingmode of the 187Re isotopologue ofMTO.
The height of the central peak corresponds to a few percent of absorption. The dashed (red) curve is a fit to the data (see text) from
which a rotational temperature of 6±3 K is inferred. Transitions are labeled using the notationΔ KQ(J, K ), and lines corresponding
to different values of J are unresolved.

Figure 4. Linear absorption spectra in theP branch of the antisymmetric Re=O stretchingmode of bothMTO isotopologues. The
highest peaks correspond to a few percent absorption. The observed lines are labeledwith transition assignment/rhenium atomic
mass number. The dashed (red) curve is a fit to the data that takes into account the hyperfine structure in the lower and upper
vibrational levels of the 187 isotoplogue. The bar spectrum indicates the positions and relative intensities of the fitted hyperfine
components. Themodel spectrumdoes not include the 185 isotopologue, forwhich the hyperfine structure is not sufficiently
resolved.
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some of the spectroscopic constants when used in a combined analysis with other datasets at various resolutions
[43]. Here, we focus on an analysis of the hyperfine structure, which is partially resolved in our spectra.

The hyperfine structure is dominated by the interaction between the rheniumnuclear quadrupolemoment
and the gradient of the electric field at the nucleus. The spin-rotation interaction between themagnetic field
induced by themolecular rotation and themagneticmoment of the rheniumnucleus ismuch smaller, but large
enough that we include it in our analysis [42, 43]. Smallermagnetic hyperfine structure resulting from the spins
of hydrogen nuclei can be neglected.We also neglectmatrix elements of the electric quadrupoleHamiltonian
that are off-diagonal in J, since their inclusion shifts the transition hyperfine components by less than 170 kHz.

Both rhenium isotopes have nuclear spin I 5 2= , so each of the rovibrational levels corresponding to the
transitions infigure 4 is split into six F components, where F is the quantumnumber of the operator F J I= + .
The electric quadrupole interaction of vibrational state v is characterized by the quadrupole coupling constant
eQqv . For a symmetric top likeMTO, the first-order energy shift is [45]

E eQq
K

J J
f J I F3

1
1 , , ,v v

Q

2

D =
+

-
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
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( )
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f J I F
C C I I J J

I I J J
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The centrifugal distortion inducedmodification of the electric field gradient leads to a dependence of the
quadrupole coupling constant on J andK [46]

eQq eQq eQqJ J J K1 .v v v
0

2= + + -( ( ) )

The energy shift due to the nuclear spin-rotationmagnetic interaction in the vibrational state v is characterized
by the spin-rotation parameters C v

aa and C v
bb (because of the C v3 symmetry ofMTO, C Cv v

bb cc= ) and is given by
[45]

Table 1.Centre frequencies of assigned rovibrational
lines. The isotopologue is identified by the rhenium
atomicmass number. Unresolved lines are assigned
the same frequency. The 30 MHzuncertainty on
transition frequencies is dominated by the long term
drift of the reference etalon (see text).

Transition Isotopologue Frequency (THz)

PP(9, 6) 185 29.219696(30)

PP(6, 3) 187 29.219788(30)

PP(9, 9) 185 29.221909(30)

PP(6, 6) 187 29.222026(30)

RP(8, 0) 185 29.222090(30)

RP(5, 0) 187

29.224478(30)
PP(8, 3) 185

PP(8, 8) 185 29.228220(30)

PP(5, 5) 187 29.228315(30)

RP(4, 0) 187

29.231475(30)
PP(7, 3) 185

PP(7, 7) 185 29.234375(30)

PP(4, 4) 187 29.234450(30)
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The experimental spectra of the PP(6, 3), PP(6, 6), PP(5, 5) and PP(4, 4) lines of the 187ReMTO isotopologue
displayed infigure 4 have beenfitted by a bar spectrum convolvedwith Lorentzian profiles. Each of these
transitions has six strong F J 1D = D = - hyperfine components and nineweaker F 0, 1D = + components.
Their relative intensities, proportional to the square of the dipolemomentmatrix elements, are [47]

F F
J F I

F J
2 1 2 1

1
,1 0

1 1

0 0

2

+ +
⎧⎨⎩

⎫⎬⎭( )( )

where F v and J v are the quantumnumbers in the lower (v 0= ) and upper (v 1= ) states. There are two sets of
constants eQq eQqJ C, ,v v v

0 aa and C v
bb for the lower (v 0= ) and the upper (v 1= ) rovibrational levels. Those in

v 0= arefixed to the values extracted primarily frommicrowave andmillimeter-wave spectroscopy [43]. The
spin-rotation parameters in the excited state are too small for us to determine and sowe fix them to their values
in v 0= (C Caa

1
aa
0= and C Cbb

1
bb
0= ). The centrifugal distortion parameter in the excited state, eQqJ1, is also too

small to determine, andwe set it to zero. This leaves only the excited state quadrupole coupling constant
eQq eQq1

0
1= whichwefloat in thefitting procedure. Other adjustable parameters were, for each rovibrational

line, the baseline offset, and the central frequency andwidth (identical for all the hyperfine components of a
given line) of the Lorentzian. The four lines are fitted together as a single data set to obtain the best estimate of
eQq1. In thesefits, we assign identical error bars to each point of a spectrum, deduced from the standard
deviation of valuesmeasured in spectral regionswhere no signal is present.

Figure 4 shows the satisfactory agreement between the data and the fit. Note that the additional lines in
figure 4 are signals from the 185Re isotopologue and are irrelevant to this discussion.We obtain eQq 716 31 = ( )
MHz, to be compared to eQq 716.573 30 = ( )MHz in the ground vibrational state [43], and conclude that there
is little variation of the quadrupole coupling constant with vibrational quantumnumber.We compare these
results to those of ammonia, one of the few species whose hyperfine structure is known in both the ground and
excited vibrational states. The eQq parameter depends on the product of the nuclear electric quadrupole
moment and the electric field gradient at the nucleus. The value of eQq in ammonia is a factor of 160 smaller than
inMTO [48, 49]. The quadrupolemoment of the 14N nucleus is about 100 times smaller than that of the 185Re or
187Re nuclei. Thus, the difference in the eQq parameters can be attributedmainly to the difference in quadrupole
moments, implying that the electricfield gradient at theNnucleus of ammonia is very similar to thefield
gradient at the Re nucleus ofMTO. In ammonia, there is a 1%–10%variation of eQq depending on the
vibrational state considered [48, 49]. InMTO, eQq is the same towithin 0.4% in the two vibrational states we
studied, showing that the electric field gradient at the Re nucleus is the same for the two vibrational states at this
level of accuracy. Its variation is in fact calculated to be about 0.5% [50], at the level of our experimental
uncertainty. Note that the parameter uncertainty on eQq1 reported by the fitting procedure is 1 MHz.We
estimate amore conservative uncertainty from the range of values obtained after variousmodifications in the
fitting procedure, including convolutionwith a Lorentzian or aGaussian, fits with single ormultiple spectra of
the same line, andfits of only three among the four groups of lines.

Fromourfit, the full width at halfmaximumof individual hyperfine components is found to be 8±2MHz.
This linewidth is a combination of theDoppler width, residual laser frequency fluctuations, and collisional
broadening. The heliumpressure and theHe-MTOcollision cross-section are notwell known in this regime and
so the contribution from collisional broadening is difficult to estimate.We have observed that laser ablation of
pressed powder targets can liberate enough helium from the target to significantly alter the pressure in the cell,
and so the transient heliumdensity following an ablation shot can be considerably larger than the time-averaged
density. For this reason, the heliumpressure is particularly difficult to control. The laser linewidth is 1 MHz at
1 s, but the spectra takemuch longer to record than this. The uncertainty in the relative frequency scale,
determined using the data from the reference cells and the etalon, is typically a fewMHz, and so probablymakes
a significant contribution to the observed linewidth. Based on previousmeasurements on buffer gas cooled
diatomicmolecules, it is unlikely that the translational temperature could be higher than the rotational
temperature. Since the rotational temperature is consistent with themeasured cell temperature, it is likely that
the translation temperature is also around 6K. In this case, theDoppler broadening contributes around 3MHz
to themeasured linewidth.

4. Conclusion

Wehave demonstrated the vibrational spectroscopy of an organometallicmolecule cooled to low temperature in
a heliumbuffer gas cell. The signal-to-noise ratio of our spectroscopy is similar to that of other techniques (jet-
cooled Fourier transform infrared [42] or laser absorption fast-scan [43] spectroscopy), but has a resolution 20
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times higher. This allows studies of hyperfine structure in the excited vibrational state, which is only known for a
few polyatomic species and is certainly unprecedented for such a complexmolecule. Higher resolution could be
reached using saturated absorption spectroscopy in the buffer-gas cell once theQCL is stabilized to an ultra-
stablemid-infrared or near-infrared frequency reference aswe recently demonstrated [51, 52]. Higher sensitivity
could also be reached by increasing the effective interaction length of the light and themolecular absorbers with
an enhancement cavity. Similar 10~ MHz resolution and accuracy have for instance recently been obtainedwith
an 8.44 mm QCL-based cavity ring-down spectrometer coupled to a heated supersonic expansion [53]. The
present study usedmolecules inside the buffer-gas cell where themolecular density is highest, andwe are now
working to extract a beam from the cell. Ourwork is afirst step towards producing an intense, slow-moving
beamof cold chiralmolecules formeasurements of parity violation.
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